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ABSTRACT: Saturation mutagenesis is employed in protein engineering
and genome-editing efforts to generate libraries that span amino acid
design space. Traditionally, this is accomplished by using degenerate/
compressed codons such as NNK (N = A/C/G/T, K = G/T), which
covers all amino acids and one stop codon. These solutions suffer from
two types of redundancy: (a) different codons for the same amino acid
lead to bias, and (b) wild type amino acid is included within the library.
These redundancies increase library size and downstream screening efforts.
Here, we present a dynamic approach to compress codons for any desired
list of amino acids, taking into account codon usage. This results in a
unique codon collection for every amino acid to be mutated, with the
desired redundancy level. Finally, we demonstrate that this approach can
be used to design precise oligo libraries amendable to recombineering and
CRISPR-based genome editing to obtain a diverse population with high
efficiency.
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Random mutagenesis techniques such as error-prone PCR
provide a robust method for generating DNA libraries for

use in protein, pathway, and genome engineering applications.
However, such approaches generate a large screening load and
often poorly sample the functional residues of interest.
Semirational approaches such as saturation mutagenesis
(SM)1 can significantly reduce the screening load and improve
the chances of sampling improved variants by focusing genetic
diversity at codon position of interest. Indeed, SM has been
successful in the study of protein−protein interactions,2 protein
engineering,3 and for directed evolution4 and are highly
enriched for functionally interesting variants compared to
randomly generated libraries.5 Due to the redundancies in the
genetic code, however, SM libraries constructed as NNK/S are
inherently biased toward amino acids with greater codon
degeneracy and include undesirable stop codons that generate
noninformative protein variants. As a result, library size is
increased, particularly when generating combinatorial libraries,
thereby limiting the depth that the mutation space can be
practically explored.
A number of strategies have been developed to further focus

library diversity for protein engineering applications. For
example, CAST (combinatorial active-site saturation test)6

and SCOPE (structure-based combinatorial protein engineer-
ing)7 leverage structural information for library size reduction.
Another approach known as MAX randomization is designed to
remove stop codons and eliminate redundancy by utilizing a
different oligo for each codon.8 Other strategies have aimed to
reduce the codon space by reducing the number of amino acids
that are coded. Reetz et al.9 used the IUPAC notation10,11

(Table 1) to define NDT as a single randomization (also
termed “degenerate” or “ambiguity”) codon that codes only for

12 amino acids (without redundancy), but with a good
representation for all amino acid groups (Supporting
Information Figure S2). The use of this codon enabled the
identification of improved variants within a relatively small
space.
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Table 1. IUPAC Nucleic Acid Notation

symbol meaning

DNA bases G
T
A
C

degenerate (ambiguity) characters R G+A
Y T+C
S G+C
W T+A
K G+T
M A+C
D G+T+A
H T+A+C
B G+T+C
V G+A+C
N G+A+T+C
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Recent reports have demonstrated that a small set of
degenerate codons can cover all 20 amino acids, remove all stop
codons and reduce the codon redundancy significantly or even
eliminate it completely. Tang et al.,12 reported a codon design
(NDT, VMA, ATG, and TGG, termed Small Intelligent) that
covers all amino acids only once, without the stop codons and
without including rarely used amino acids in Escherichia coli.
Shortly after, another study reported a better compression ratio
(i.e., oligos/codon site requirement) of only 3 codons (NDT,
VHG, and TGG, termed “22c-trick”), essentially compressing
the VMA and ATG codons into VHG.13 This does, however,
carry a cost in terms of redundancy that was increased from
20:20 (codon/amino acid ratio) to 22:20, with two amino acids
being coded twice (Leu and Val). Both these methods were
shown to be superior to the traditional NNN (64:20, including
3 stop codons) and NNK/S (32:20, including 1 stop codon) by
means of library size and screening effort required for a given
library coverage.
The aforementioned methods are static, produce solutions

that include the wild type amino acid, and do not take into
account organismal codon usage. As genetic tools continue to
expand engineering capabilities to the chromosomes of
phylogenetically distant organisms such solutions may therefore
prove inadequate, as rare codon usage may adversely affect
expression and folding of these engineered variants.14−18 Here,
we present two algorithms that accurately tailor a specific set of
degenerate codons for a defined collection of amino acids. Both
algorithms take into account the target organism’s codon usage
and designs the solution accordingly. DYNAMCC_0 (Dynamic
management of codon compression, with no redundancy)
reduces redundancy to zero, while keeping high usage-ranking
codons within the collection, while the second algorithm,
DYNAMCC_R (DYNAMCC Redundancy), includes redun-
dancy within the boundaries of the defined amino acid list to
allow the exploration of the redundant space. As several
parameters are taken into account, namely, redundancy, usage,
and compression efficiency, different weights can be given to
every parameter, resulting in different codon collections.
To experimentally demonstrate the advantages of this

approach, we used a combination of λ-red recombineering
with CRISPR-based selection to target a specific amino acid in
the E. coli galK gene for saturation mutagenesis. Our algorithm
returned a collection of four degenerate codons that removed
the wild type serine, the stop codons, and codon redundancy.
This resulted in an efficient production of genomically varied
population, harboring the 19 different designed codons that
correspond to the 19 amino acids excluding wild type.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Considerations for Creating a Compressed Codon

Collection. There are several mathematical approaches to
compute the oversampling necessary for obtaining an accept-
able library coverage and completeness.19,20 Directed evolution
and SM studies commonly seek about 95% library coverage,
which translates to an oversampling factor close to 3.21 Figure 1
exemplifies the number of variants required to be screened with
a given number of codons in the mutational pool, desired
library coverage, and number of sites to be mutated. This
illustrates that the more codons are used, more variants should
be screened and that these numbers increase exponentially with
every codon and site to be added. Ideally, 19 codons should be
used, as this reduces the codon number as much as possible,
without impairing the desired amino acid pool, allowing the

wild type to be mutated to any other amino acid. An additional
method computes the number of variants needed to be
screened for getting 100% coverage in a certain degree of
confidence. The numbers that derive from these calculations

Figure 1. Screening effort calculations. The number of variants to be
tested is determined by the number of mutated sites, the desired
library coverage, and the number of codons that are in the mutational
pool. Black lines represent, from top to bottom, 32, 22, and 19 codons,
corresponding to the NNK, 22c-trick, and the method described here.
Cyan line indicates 95% library coverage. Framed numbers indicate the
intersects highlighting the number of variants needed to be screened in
order to achieve 95% coverage in any given method.
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are significantly higher and are presented in Supporting
Information Figure S1. Recently, a mathematical analysis by
Nov suggested that in some cases the need to identify the
absolute best variant is not necessary, as the second or third
best might be good enough in practical terms.22 This
methodology reduces screening effort and was demonstrated
experimentally by Hoebenreich and colleagues.23 This strategy
complements methods for decreasing redundancy, which
together can be used to further reduce unnecessary screening
efforts.
As creating 19 oligonucleotides for every codon to be

mutated is still expensive, we sought to develop a strategy for
codon compression, similar to Small Intelligent and 22c-trick in
its compression capabilities with the added advantage of
working in a dynamic fashion. This dynamic approach enables
the exclusion from the codon collection the wild type amino
acid that varies between positions.
The use of multiple degenerate codons as implemented in

the algorithms described in this study opens the door for many
different designs, and enables the organism-specific codon
usage tables as the ranking parameter. The algorithms return
custom degenerate codon collection for a variety of user
specifications and take into account three considerations:
redundancy, compression, and codon usage. Naturally, these
three requirements cannot be satisfied simultaneously, and
different weights should be given to every parameter according
to prior knowledge of the target protein’s sequence and domain
structure, as well as desired library size. Figure 2 illustrates the

relationships between the three parameters: The triangle
vertices represent a complete satisfaction of two parameters
while neglecting the third. For example, the vertex “Best List”,
is the intersect of the “Redundancy” and the “Usage” edges, and
is furthest away from the “Compression” edge, as no
compression takes place; it therefore represents the collection
of the desired amino acids with the best performing codons
without any compression. Maximum possible compressions,
such as the single codons NNN or NNK/S, include high usage
ranking codons and some redundancy, are represented by the
top vertex, and are the intersect of the maximum compression
and the maximum usage lines. An additional example is
represented by the solution marked with an “I” that puts the
most weight on codon usage (shortest perpendicular line to the
edge) and the least weight on reducing redundancy, (longest
perpendicular line to its edge). The colored sections indicate
areas in which each of the algorithms described here “travels” in
order to find the ideal results, according to the user’s inputs.
These areas are variable in size and consistency and depend on
parameters such as the identity and number of amino acids to
be excluded from the library, and the codon usage of the
specific organism. The two previously reported static solutions
are also indicated in this figure: “Small Intelligent”12 has no
redundancy and resides on the “Redundancy” edge. “22c-
trick”,13 on the other hand, is more compressed (3 codons
instead of 4) and is closer to the “Compression” edge.
However, “22c-trick” has some redundancy (22 codons for 20
amino acids) and is situated further away from the
“Redundancy” edge than the “Small Intelligent” solution.

Using DYNAMCC_0 for Compressing Nonredundant
Codons. To test our dynamic codon compression approach,
we first removed only the stop codons, keeping all 20 amino
acids with the requirement that every amino acid will be
represented only once, using the E. coli usage table. These
settings allowed the comparison of our solutions to previously
published ones. This run resulted in the return of 4 codons,
similar to the “Small Intelligent” solution, but with codons that
are somewhat more compatible for expression in E. coli (Figure
3a, leftmost column for every indicated method). To further
test the importance of the organism-specific codon usage, we
repeated the same run, with different usage tables correspond-
ing to various model organisms, restricting the usage rank to no
less than 3 (i.e., if there are more than 3 codons for a given
amino acid, use a codon that is in the top 3 most common, see
Methods). Indeed, while the compatibility of previous static
solutions is more suitable for some organisms than others, our
dynamic approach described here resulted in high codon
compatibility for every organism (Figure 3a). The expanded
results, including the compressed codon solutions are
summarized in Figure 3b, illustrating that for most organisms
tested, a different codon mix is required for achieving best
usage with full amino acid coverage. Not surprisingly, due to
usage similarity, both runs for mouse and human resulted in the
same codon collection. An expanded comparison between the
methods is available in Supporting Information Figure S2.
A central feature of this algorithm is the ability to omit any

number of amino acids and find the best corresponding
degenerate codons in terms of usage, redundancy, and the
lowest number of codons possible. The significance is that the
repertoire of amino acids that replaces the wild type can be
defined precisely, without any compromise of including
nonrelevant amino acids or biasing toward a specific amino
acid and using high ranking codons. For example, a common

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the solution space searched by
the algorithms described in this study. The triangle area represents the
whole optional compressed codon space for a single point mutation
that requires the removal of some codons (for example stop codons).
Each edge represents one of the three considerations that are taken
into account during codon compression, namely, redundancy, usage,
and compression efficiency. For example, the solution marked with “I”
puts the most weight on codon usage (it has the shortest distance to
this edge) and the least weight on reducing redundancy. The colored
sections indicate areas in which each algorithm “travels” in order to
find the ideal results, according to the user’s inputs. These areas are
variable in size and depend on the identity and number of amino acids
to be excluded from the library and the codon usage of the specific
organism.
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solution for coding for hydrophilic amino acids is to use the
degenerate VRK codon (covers N, S, Q, H, E, and D once, G
twice, and R three times).24 This solution, however, does not
cover lysine, codes for glycine (an uncharged amino acid), and
is biased toward arginine. Using the algorithms described here,
a solution of two codons is found that covers precisely this
group, without redundancy and with adequate usage (the
example shown here is adjusted to E. coli usage): CGT (R) and
VAW (K, N, Q, H, E, and D). Moreover, in the case where a
hydrophilic amino acid is to be replaced with other hydrophilic
ones, specific codons can be found to precisely code for the
desired amino acid set, removing the wild type and allowing
only the rest of the hydrophilic amino acids to be expressed:
Figure 4a illustrates the solutions for removing different amino
acids from this collection. The results span from 3 compressed

codons (for the removal of D, E, H, K, or N) to a single codon
only, in the case of the removal of arginine (R). This
methodology of restricted randomization may be useful in cases
of semi rational approaches, in which structural and other
analyses suggests that certain side chain functionality may result
in improved phenotypes. An additional advantage of this
approach is the significant reduction of library size. This allows
for either less sampling to find a desired mutation or for the
ability to mutate more amino acids. For example, using the
aforementioned hydrophilic group of seven codons as the
library pool, one can mutate three amino acids with a screening
effort that is on the same order of magnitude as mutating only
two residues using the “22c-trick” method (Figure 4b).

Using DYNAMCC_R for Exploring the Redundant
Space. Since synonymous codons can sometimes have

Figure 3. Comparison of codon compression methods. Usage ranking is color-coded with green having the highest and red the lowest ranking,
respectively. (a) The method described here compared to Small Intelligent and 22c-trick by means of codon usage for several model organisms. (b)
Detailed information on the compressed codons required for obtaining codons with the highest usage rank. Note that due to the dynamic nature of
the method, every organism requires a different solution for optimal usage ranking.
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biological effects (see below), it is desired to be able to perform
controlled exploration of codon redundancy space. DY-
NAMCC_R finds a compressed codon collection for a defined
set of amino acids with a variety of redundancies including the
extreme complete saturation of all available codons per amino
acid. The same case study as was described above for a defined
set of hydrophilic amino acids (Figure 4c) produce a
compressed codon collection representing the whole redundant
codon space for this group that is universal to all organisms,

regardless of codon usage. Here, restricted randomization
might also be beneficial as the addition of the redundant
codons occurs to a small set of amino acids; thus, it does not
dramatically increase the screening effort. For example, the full
redundant collection of the hydrophilic amino acids from
Figure 4c sums to 18 codons, less than the 19 codons used in
nonrestricted, nonredundant saturation mutagenesis.
Table 2 represent more general cases in which the genetic

code is completely covered apart from the three stop codons
and a selected single amino acid. As this represents an end
point case, which covers all codon redundancies, this table is
general for all organisms, regardless of their usage bias. This
case is represented by the “all possible codons” vertex in Figure
2, satisfying both usage, as the highest ranking codons are
present in the collection, and efficient compression. Removing
only the three stop codons results in four degenerate codons
that correspond to the whole amino acids repertoire. The
removal of an additional single amino acid results in a collection
ranging from 7 to 3 degenerate codons, depending on the
identity of the amino acid to be removed.

Experimental Demonstration for Eliminating Redun-
dancy. To demonstrate the algorithms described here, we
targeted the endogenous E. coli galK gene for editing with
various codon compressed oligomer libraries. We used λ-red
recombineering in combination with CRISPR-based selection
to saturate position 376.25,26 In short, an editing cassette is
PCR-amplified from a wild type genome using oligo pools
designed with DYNAMCC_0. This cassette harbors two
mutations: the first is within the open reading frame of galK
and targets the desired amino acid, while the second is
downstream from the open reading frame and mutates a
protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) sequence, a necessary
element for Cas9 targeting (Figure 5a and b). The cassette is
then recombineered to cells containing λ-red and an inducible
Cas9 plasmids. Together with the editing cassette, cells are
transformed with a specific guide RNA (gRNA) that targets the
spacer sequence next to the PAM domain. This results in the
recombineering of the editing cassette into the genome of cells
by the λ-red system, and the death of nonrecombineered cells
by the CRISPR machinery, thus enriching the population of
engineered cells. Using DYNAMCC_0, we designed four
editing cassettes that collectively code for highly ranking 19
codons and do not code for stop codons or the wild type serine
(WWC, TGS, SRT, and VHG. Expansion of each codon to its
corresponding nondegenerate codons is available in Supporting
Information Figure S3. A comprehensive table including the
codon collections for the removal of every amino acid, in
addition to stop codons, optimized for E. coli, is available in
Supporting Information Table S1). Additionally, we con-
structed an NNK cassette for comparison.
The galK gene was amplified from the recombineered cell

population and sequenced. The Sanger sequencing confirmed
successful mutagenesis of the open reading frame target site
both in the case of using every editing cassette individually and
when recombineered in multiplex with the mixture of all four
editing cassettes. Quick Quality Control quantifications23

showed acceptable agreement between the expected and
experimental nucleotide distribution, although the NNK
quantification shows some bias toward the wild type T and C
in the first and second positions of the target codon,
respectively (Supporting Information Figure S4). To follow
the individual frequency of each codon, cell populations that
were recombineered with either the mixture of all four editing

Figure 4. Example for defining a specific group of amino acids for
mutagenesis and the resulting compressed codons. (a) Results using
DYNAMCC_0 for no redundancy, using the E. coli usage table within
a selected group of amino acids. Here, a defined a group of hydrophilic
amino acids is shown. The left column represents the degenerate
codons needed in order to cover the whole group, (namely, VAW and
CGT). The rest of the columns show the degenerate codon solutions
when removing a single amino acid from this collection (amino acid is
indicated in the top of the column). Colors are used to group identical
codons within every column. Note that the solutions range from 3 to a
single codon, depending on the amino acid to be removed. (b) The
effect of restricted randomization (the 7 codons from (a)) on the
sampling effort needed for various degrees of library coverage,
compared to the previously reported “22c-trick” solution is shown.
Note that, in this case, using a restricted randomization allows for 3
amino acids mutations to be sampled with a less sampling effort as is
required for mutating 2 sites only using the “22c-trick” method. (c)
Similar analysis as in a, this time using DYNAMCC_R for maximum
redundancy for the same group of amino acids.
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cassettes or the NNK cassette were further analyzed by high-
throughput sequencing. The sequence reads of the 19 codon
library summed to more than 220 000 and were divided into
four groups, according to the presence of a mutation in either
one of the targeted locations (i.e., S376 or the PAM domain),
in both or in none (Supporting Information Figure S5).
Remarkably, the counts of the double-mutated sequences
summed to more than 185 000 of the counts. The fact that the
wild type codon is not present in the pooled editing cassettes
enabled the calculation of the saturation mutagenesis efficiency.
While the PAM domain was mutated in more than 99.7% of the
cases, S376 was mutated in 81% of cells, significantly higher
than traditional λ-red methods that range between 0.1 and 10%
efficiency.27,28 Similar numbers were achieved with the NNK
library (Supporting Information Figure S5). Next, we examined
the codon frequency in the double mutant groups. The codon
distribution for both methods is illustrated in Figures 5c and d.
As expected, the mix of the four editing cassettes resulted in the
prevalence of the designed codons, which summed to more
than 99% of the total codons, with the rest accounting for
random mutations or sequencing misreads. Similarly, the NNK
library cells resulted in the coded 32 codons that represented
more than 99% of the total codon counts (codon frequency is
available in Supporting Information Table S2). While the 19
codons designed by our algorithm represent the exact desired
codon collection, NNK codes both for serine and a stop codon,
which account for 10.5% and 3.2% of the total codons,
respectively (Figure 5e and f).
Conclusion. High throughput DNA writing and reading

(i.e., oligonucleotide synthesis and sequencing) technologies
are widespread and in routine use in many laboratories. As a
result, the bottleneck has shifted to the screening methods for
variants of interest. An ideal screening experiment requires
good compatibility between library size and the screening
method. Unless using a selection, a method that is not
applicable for most screens, the screening method might
significantly limit efficient searching through large libraries.
Hence, methods to reduce library size without affecting its

diversity are desired. A major parameter that affects library size
is redundancy. We consider here two redundancy types: the
first is codon redundancy, stemming from the inherent
degeneracy of the genetic code, and the second is amino acid
redundancy and is related to the presence of the wild type
amino acid in the mutational pool. The wild type amino acid
increases library size needlessly to an extent determined by its
identity (with the amino acids coded by six codons contributing
the most) and ideally should be removed from the
oligonucleotide pool. Combined with the removal of codon
redundancy, the oligonucleotide pool is further reduced here to
include only 19 codons, compared to 64 when using NNN, 32
in NNK/S, or 22 and 20 in “22c-trick” and “Small Intelligent”,
respectively. The difference between 20 and 19 is significant, as
a bias toward the wild type amino acid might exist within the
constructed library,13 thus increasing the screening effort. This
bias toward wild type may be explained by the fact that an
oligonucleotide harboring the wild type sequence is 100%
homologous to the template and therefore integrates much
more efficiently than other sequences, both in PCR and in
recombination based approaches such as those demonstrated
here. Removing the wild type amino acid from the mutational
pool also assists with the evaluation of the mutational technique
and mutation rates, as the wild type presence is directly derived
from incomplete mutagenesis, rather than the additional
possibility of its successful incorporation during the muta-
genesis process. When saturating more than a single site,
however, the wild type amino acid should sometimes remain in
the pool to allow cooperative interactions. As DYNAMCC_0
asks for the amino acids to remove, removing only the stop
codons results in an optimal codon collection including all 20
amino acids (as demonstrated in Figure 3).
With recent developments in genome engineering and

editing tools such as zinc fingers, TALENS and CRISPR,29,30

saturation mutagenesis is expanding outside of the bacterial
plasmid context and is now available to be performed directly at
the genome level of multiple organisms. As such, codon usage is
an essential parameter that should be taken into account. As a

Table 2. Compressed Genetic Code after the Removal of Single Amino Acids, Using DYNAMCC_R

amino acid removed in addition to stop codons minimal set of compressed codons total number of codons

only stop NYA VAG VRA NBG 61
A NDY VAG VRA NTA HCN NKG 57
C NYA VAG VRA NBG NHY VGY 59
D NYA VAG VRA NBB HAY 59
E NYA NBG NNY MAR VGA 59
F NYA VAG VRA NBG UTY NUY 59
G NYR VAR NHY HGB MGA 57
H NYA VAG VRA NBB DAY 59
I NCA VAG VRA NBG BTH NUY 58
K NYA SAR NBG NNY VGA 59
L NCA NSG VAG VRA DTY RTR NUY 55
M NSG NYA VAG VRA NNY BTG 60
N NYA VAG VRA NBB BAY 59
P NDY VAG VRA DCN NTA NKG 57
Q NYA NBG NNY RAR VGA 59
R NYR VAR DGY NHY KGG GGA 55
S VMG UCY NTA BGY NWY VVA NKG 55
T BCN NDY VAG VRA NTA NKG 57
V NCA NSG HTN VAG VRA NUY 57
W NYR VRR NNY 60
Y NYA VAB VRA NBB 59
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general rule, presence of high-usage codons correlates with
tRNA abundance and predicts high protein translation rate and
expression.14−18 DYNAMCC_0 takes this into account and

reduces codon redundancy while keeping high usage ranking
codons, according to organism-specific usage tables. However,
the redundant space may be of interest in some cases, as it was

Figure 5. Saturation of the E. coli genomic galK S376 position. (a) General scheme of the genome editing method using a combination of
recombineering and CRISPR selection. An editing cassette is amplified from a reference genome using primers incorporating two mutations: the first
mutates the open reading frame, while the second mutates a downstream PAM domain (Methods). (b) Design of the editing cassette. Upper
nucleotide sequence is the genomic 3′ end of the galK gene. Lower sequence is the editing cassette. Forward and reverse primers (Methods)
harboring the mutations of S376 (red) and the PAM and spacer sequences (gray boxes) were used for cassette amplification from a wild type E. coli
genome. XXX is either the collection of the WWC, TGS, SRT, and VHG compressed codons or the NNK codon. Editing cassette size and the
distance between the two mutations are indicated. (c, d) The genetic code table highlighting the number of counts for each codon obtained by high
throughput sequencing for the method described here and NNK, respectively. (e, f) Relative amino acid distribution in the method described here
and NNK, respectively. Amino acids are indicated by a one letter code and sorted in an alphabetical order. Stop codon is indicated by an asterisk.
Stacked bars indicate redundant codons for the same amino acid and the “non-target” bar indicates the proportion of nondesigned codons, which are
less than 1% in both cases. Orange boxes highlight the wild type serine and stop codon that occurs only in the NNK experiment.
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shown that synonymous codons sometimes have effects on
mRNA stability,31 or protein expression,32 folding,33 and
function.34 The location of relatively rare codons within the
open reading frame is thought to be nonrandom and affect the
secondary and tertiary protein structure by dictating a varying
translational speed.35 The effect of synonymous codon
mutations are difficult to predict, and approaches such as
NNK saturation that employ static redundancy cannot fully
explore such relationships. Similarly, the DYNAMCC_0
solutions reduce the codon coverage to the smallest possible
nonredundant set, thus ignoring the potential effects of
synonymous mutations. The DYNAMCC_R solution, how-
ever, enables the exploration of each codon in a case by case
basis with a predefined level of redundancy (Figure 2). Thus,
the combination of the DYNAMCC_0 and DYNAMCC_R
offers flexibility depending on the experimental hypothesis of
interest.
We provide here a toolbox that complements existing

strategies for saturation mutagenesis and library construction.
Every mutagenesis experiment should be designed according to
various parameters such as the number of sites to be mutated,
whether or not the sites should be mutated in a completely
saturated manner, the importance of codon redundancy and the
available screening tools that are directly linked to the desired
library size. As such, there are multiple solutions for each case.
While designing the algorithms described here, we aimed at
reducing library size as much as possible (or desired) while
keeping a relatively small amount of required oligonucleotides.
As mentioned in previous multicodon solutions,13 the mutation
of more than a single amino acid per primer requires the
synthesis of all possible combinations. For example, one can
consider a mutation of two adjacent amino acids, one of which
has a three codon solution while the second position has a four
codon solution. In this scenario, in most PCR-based
techniques, 12 different forward and reverse oligonucleotides
should be synthesized, with the total of 24. This is more
expensive than four NNK primers, but with current
oligonucleotide synthesis prices, it is still affordable for most
laboratories and will be even more so if taking into account the
rate of synthesis price reduction with time.36 Moreover, this
investment is negligible, relative to the advantages of library size
reduction and downstream screening effort reduction. Another
option is directly synthesizing all different codons via resin
splitting. This method results in a single randomized
oligonucleotide that includes all selected codons and was
successfully demonstrated for the “Small Intelligent” codon
collection.37 However, this requires access to an oligonucleotide
synthesis apparatus, which is not widely available. Another
approach to this problem was recently demonstrated by Tang
and colleagues.38 Limiting the amino acids to which the target
sites can be mutated dramatically reduces the number of
degenerate codons required for each site and as a result reduces
the number of codon combinations required for synthesis. This
methodology, however, is feasible only when the target protein
has been characterized and analyzed in a way that provides data
on the exact and reduced set of amino acids that should replace
the wild type residue. This approach represents an extreme case
of the restricted saturation shown in Figure 4a.
Our approach for dynamic codon compression is demon-

strated by the genomic mutation of the galK gene in the S376
position. We employed a combination of λ-red recombineering
with CRISPR-based selection to produce a library of
engineered cells that does not include the wild type amino

acid or stop codons, does not contain redundant codons, and
includes highly used codons in E. coli. In this particular case, the
alternative NNK approach coded for the unproductive wild
type serine and a stop codon in more than 13.5% of the counts,
increasing needlessly the screening effort.
The apparent bias in codon composition for both the

DYNAMCC and NNK libraries of about 5-fold (Figure 5c and
d) is similar to that observed in other recent literature ranging
between 4- and 9-fold.12,13,26 While there are many factors that
influence library quality,13 the most probable factor in our study
is the use of equimolar amounts of each nucleotide during the
synthesis of degenerate sites. While this approximation is
suitable in many applications, the higher coupling efficiencies of
T and G to the growing DNA strand during synthesis can lead
to the biases observed in this work, which are composed of
various combinations of G and T (GGT, TGG, and TTT, TTG
in DYNAMCC and NNK, respectively). A correction bias can
be applied to correct this (1.0T:1.15G:1.25C:1.5A) and should
be taken into consideration in future applications of these
techniques.39,40

The high-throughput sequencing results also revealed that,
although very low in numbers, nontarget codons also appear in
both libraries (Figure 5c and d). Since these nontarget codons
are very rare (all nontarget codons sum to about 0.5% of the
counts, Figure 5e and f), the chances of identifying them are
very low when sampling several tens of variants, which is
currently the standard practice of assessing such libraries.12,13,26

The source for the presence of these nontarget codons is
unclear but could result from errors in synthesis, errors
introduced during the PCR reactions that were performed in
preparation for high-throughput sequencing (see Methods),
and/or from sequencing errors.
An additional advantage of removing the wild type codon is

the ability to calculate the efficiency of our genome editing
approach to be around 80% (Supporting Information Figure
S5), a significantly higher number than traditional recombin-
eering-only based protocols.
The two algorithms described here allow the intelligent and

flexible sampling of the mutational space by precisely defining a
subgroup of target amino acids, based on prior knowledge or
model assumptions, with a minimal set of corresponding
oligonucleotides (Figure 2). Importantly, with some adjust-
ments the external usage tables we use here may be modified to
contain any set of information varying from codon harmo-
nization data35 to the metabolic load of individual amino acids.
Moreover, the same compression logic may be applied for
engineering other genetic elements such as ribosomal binding
sites, promoters, repressors etc.41 This will allow to control
library size and synthesize less oligonucleotides without an
impact on library variance, similarly to what we describe here.
The source code is available for download from our Web site,

https://sites.google.com/site/thegillgroupcu/software, allowing
the community to fully understand the code logic, to further
improve it, and to implement it in other tools. Moreover, the
usage tables are external text files, allowing easy addition of
custom tables for organisms that are not included in our
release.

■ METHODS
We aimed at writing an algorithm that enables codon
compression under user-defined constraints, such as the
removal of specific amino acids and stop codons, redundancy
levels, and organism-specific codon usage. The code was
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written in Perl, so runs are made with no code compilations.
This open-source approach allows future code improvements
by others and its implementation in other pipelines. The
algorithm’s logic is depicted in Figure 6: The compression

module (Figure 6a) is shared by both algorithms, while the
ranking module (Figure 6b) is implemented only in
DYNAMCC_0. The software uses external text files for the
codon usage tables, making the addition of any custom
organism-specific table manageable for users without a
computational background. The codon usage tables that are
in use in this study were taken from the GenScript Web site
(http://www.genscript.com/cgi-bin/tools/codon_freq_table).

Algorithm Compression Logic. The compression module
generates a list of all potential codons based on the user input
data such as amino acids to remove and usage threshold. The
second phase is the list compression, as depicted in Figure 6a:
all codons that differ in the first position only are grouped.
Then, the diversity of the first position is compressed to a
degenerate codon according to the IUPAC notation table
(Table 1). This process is repeated two more times and results
in a minimal compressed set of codons that accurately
represents the original codon collection.

DYNAMCC _R. This algorithm is designed for the
exploration of the redundant space (Figure 1). Following a
dialogue that defines the usage table and the amino acids to be
removed, a codon table is generated. The algorithm initiates
with the “best list”, which comprises the highest ranking codons
of the user-defined amino acid collection. Then, codons are
added iteratively from the next best usage score until the run
ends with the complete set of compressed codons that covers
all codons coding for the defined amino acid list. This provides
high-level flexibility in fine-tuning between the two opposing
parameters, namely, redundancy and library size. The
compression dynamics with the increasing redundancy are
illustrated in Supporting Information Figure S6.

DYNAMCC _0. This algorithm is designed for reducing
codon redundancy. Similar to DYNAMCC_R, the run begins
with a dialogue for defining the usage table and amino acids to
be removed. Additionally, the users also input the usage ranking
they are willing to “pay” in order to get efficient compression.
There are two alternative options for usage ranking: by ranking
or by usage: Ranking spans from 1 to 6 (depending on the
amino acid) with 1 representing the codon with the highest
usage score. This allows an unbiased usage cutoff. The usage
method’s purpose is to define the usage ratio minimal
threshold. The usage input maximum value is derived from
the amino acid composition and is defined in the dialogue.
During the run, codon lists are generated and constantly
evaluated against previous lists (based on compression and
usage, Figure 6b). Upon the run completion, the algorithm
returns the best list that was found from all the potential lists,
together with their rank and usage ratios, and displays the
resultant compressed codons. This algorithm uses a “brute
force” approach, as it checks all possible codon permutations.
With an average CPU, the algorithm cycles through 1000
codon list permutations in about 300 ms. In order to utilize
computers with more than a single core, the program can slice
the codon lists into a number of smaller ones. Each sublist
thread can be run on a different thread to find its best list, with
the best of the best list being found at the end of the run by
comparing the results from the different threads. This results in
a standard run (removing stop codons and an additional amino
acid, rank limit of 3) taking about 6−7 min using a common
quad core i7 laptop.
To enable the user to have a high level of control, we added

an additional feature not demonstrated here, allowing the
definition of an acceptable level of redundancy (i.e., more than
one codon per amino acid); however, this specific feature is
computationally intensive and may result in very long runs.
This “brute force” was chosen because, despite it taking a
longer time to run, this algorithm is typically being run once for
every amino acid mutation design, and it gives the absolute best
result. In contrast, methods such as genetic algorithms42 and
annealing43 methods, run significantly faster, but do not

Figure 6. Compression and ranking algorithms. (a) The compression
algorithm. Compressing a set of codons without adding new ones.
Step 1: group codons that only differ in one letter. Step 2: replace this
group with one codon using a degenerate letter. Repeat steps 1 and 2
until the set stops changing. (b) The ranking algorithm. After codon
list compression, the list is evaluated against the current best list, using
the compressed size and the codon list usage.
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guarantee the best result will be found, as they do not search
through the whole solution space.
Library Coverage Calculations. Calculations are based on

the following formula:20,21

= − · −T v pln(1 )

where T is the library size, v is the number of variants, and p is
the probability for each variant to occur. Graphics were made
using Wolfram Mathematica.
Construction of Editing Cassettes. Editing cassettes were

PCR amplified using boiled E. coli MG-1655 strain as template
using the following primers.
Forward pr imers : AAAAACAGGTATTAAAGA-

GACTTTTTACGTTTGTAAACCAXXXCAAGGAGCAGG-
ACAGTG, where XXX stands for WWC (codes for AAC, ATC,
TAC, TTC), TGS (codes for TGC, TGG), SRT (codes for
CAT,CGT,GAT,GGT), VHG (codes for AAG, ACG, ATG,
CAG, CCG, CTG, GAG, GCG, GTG), or NNK.
Reverse primer: AAGTAAAGTCGCACCCCAGTC-

CATCAGCGTGACTACCATCCaaaCGTTGTTACGC-
AAAGTTAACAGTCGGTACGGCTGACCAT, where the
lower case indicates the mutation of two nucleotides of the
PAM domain, and one of the targeting spacer, essentially
mutating CAG to TTT (Figure 5b).
Plasmids. pSim5 was previously described.44 The gRNA

plasmid was purchased from Addgene (#44251). Cas9 plasmid
was generated by amplifying a 4107bp Cas9 open reading frame
from genomic DNA of Streptococcus pyogenes Strain SF370
(ATCC #700294) and cloned in front of the ribosome binding
site of the broad host range plasmid pBTBX-2 to create the X-
2Cas9 plasmid.45

Creating a mutS Negative Strain. The mutS gene was
deleted from the chromosome of the E. coli BW25115 strain
using the method of Datsenko and Wanner.46 Briefly, a linear
PCR product containing kanamycin resistance marker was
amplified from the pKD13 plasmid using primers containing 50
bp of homology to the mutS ORF. A culture of BW25113
carrying the pKD46 plasmid grown at 30 C to an OD600 of
approximately 0.1 at which time arabinose was added to a final
concentration of 1 mM. Following arabinose addition, cells
were grown to an OD600 of ∼0.5, made electrocompetent, and
transformed with the linear PCR product. After at least 2 h of
recovery in SOB, cells were plated on solid LB media
containing kanamycin (30 ug/mL). Knockouts were confirmed
via PCR. To remove the antibiotic resistance marker, ΔmutS
clones were then transformed with pCP20 and grown on solid
media at 37 °C. Resistance marker deletions were confirmed via
PCR and loss of kanamycin resistance.
λ-Red Recombineering and CRISPR-Based Selection.

E. coli BW25113 ΔmutS cells were cotransformed with pSim5
and an arabinose-inducible Cas9 plasmid. Following a standard
recombineering protocol28 that includes also the transformation
of a sequence-specific gRNA plasmid, cells were recovered for 2
h and incubated overnight under the appropriate antibiotics
and arabinose (0.2%).
Library Cells Genomic Amplification and High

Throughput Sequencing. Overnight cultures (30 μL) were
washed with water, boiled, and served as a template for a PCR,
adding MiSeq pre-adapters. The PCR product served as a
template for another PCR, adding an index read barcode
sequence, as the sample was mixed with other experiments. The
product of the second reaction was loaded on an Ilumina
MiSeq high-throughput sequencer according to the manufac-

ture instructions and represented 5% of the total sequencing
run.

Data Analysis. Reads from the raw fastq file were run
through the usearch fastq quality filtering algorithm with a q >
15 threshold.47 Reads passing this filter were then analyzed
using a custom python script to anchor each read to an absolute
position in the gene. The targeted codon and PAM positions
from these anchored reads were then enumerated to generate
codon count frequencies.
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